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Stranded on a jungle world, Esna and the other evacuees fight both the V'kit'no'sat and the heavy

gravity to survive, but she finds her pathetic lack of strength and stamina slowing the others down.

Knowing she is responsible for their deaths, Esna is hauled along as the enemy picks them off one

after another while the Star Force personnel refuse to leave her behind. 'Persistent Ravage' is the

3rd book in the Wayward Trilogy and part of the Star Force universe.
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Always enjoy these books. Great story telling and diverse characters. I have read every single one

and will until it's done. Thank you for writing them, I always stop what I'm currently reading to read

these.

Fantastic book and a great author. Keeps coming up with better books in different ways to continue

the story. Just sweet



Nothing new happens at all and still Aer-ki Jyr is beating the same dead horse with his rehashing of

the same concepts. At this point anyone reading these series would know the core philosophical

concept of Star Force and yet here we are with another book where the main character mulls over

their struggles for 85% of the book. After the initial action the book fell flat. There is some mystery

about what the Viks want to do and what were they trying to hide but sadly the book does not

revolve around this mystery. I'd like to know more about the technology or structure of this fictional

world, not the internal struggles of a minor character! This is supposed to be SCIFI, not "my teenage

struggles + PTSD", you can find that in the young adult section at Barnes and Nobles.

Great series! Star Force is a very entertaining series!

Great read

I pre-ordered this book on the Australian version of  in order to get it delivered as soon as possible.

My hype for each new Star Force book or episode that comes out is such that usually a day or two

before it's release, I am already struggling to sleep in anticipation. THAT, is how much I love and

enjoy this series.While some may see this book as slightly boring in comparison to the others, as a

series that in my opinion will likely introduce a lot of new readers to the series I think that it has

managed to end on a solid note. There is a lot of philosophy once again that I personally am kind of

bored of, as I have read it multiple times in the various other episodes from the Origin series, and

even a bit in the Mak'to'ran series..But I can understand why it is necessary. I just hope the next

trilogy announced on Jyr's website doesn't have as much of it.. I think at this point, we all already

understand what Star Force stands for and why they do what they do..I really don't think we need to

hear it over and over again into the future unless something drastically changes somewhere along

the road, which is very possible given the scale of everything. Star Force is always evolving, so it is

entirely possible something they previously hasn't considered or might have thought of differently,

may pop up. But long tangents about Star Force philosophy is just..boring to me at this point.That

being said, everything else is great. The combat, the strategy, even the dialog flows well. In fact,

there is a serious improvement dialog-wise compared to some of the earlier episodes of the Origin

series and it shows. Aer-ki Jyr continues to improve his skill with writing over the past years and I

think that's great, as it gives us the chance to read some better and better stuff later on.Rating this 5

stars for sure. 4.5 for this trilogy overall as it clearly isn't written for those of us that have been

around since the start, or near the start of the Origin series. It's more of a taste for new people not



willing to jump right in to such a long series, while also giving us veterans that 'fix' we all need at this

point.

Esna finally gets a home in canderous and trains till being accepted as one of them. Her Fornax,

grown spontaneously gives her an up and allows her to train and join combat, albeit in a different

way. She finally feels able to contribute and pay back all those who died getting her out of the

devastation zone. Ready for the next book. Enjoy. Trapper

Thank you again Aer-ki Jyr for another excellent trilogy in the Star Force series for summer reading.

Onwards, a fan.
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